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Abstract
This paper explores the morphosyntactic and cognitive principles influencing codeswitching (CS) from Tunisian Arabic to French. We annotate data from the TuniCo corpus
for many variables and run a Random Forest to overcome the methodological challenges
typically associated with low-resource languages and imbalanced data. We find CS is not
affected by any factor in isolation, but by a constellation of interactions. Our results
partially confirm previous findings: (i) to maintain the code-integrity at the phrase and
discourse levels, speakers tend to switch dependent parts-of-speech when the latter’s head is
switched; (ii) NPs are a prime location for CS; and (iii) speakers are attuned to the cognitive
load they impose on themselves and/or on listeners..
Keywords: Code-Switching, Tunisian Arabic, French, Random Forest, Code Integrity,
Code Momentum, Part-of-speech.
1. Introduction
To achieve a given communicative goal, speakers must choose between competing strategies and
functional units to form their utterances (Du Bois, 1985). From this competition, grammars
emerge and are reshaped constantly. If this is true of monolingual settings, then this must be even
more salient in bilingual speech communities and diglossic societies (Ferguson, 1959). In such
contexts, speakers have to select not only from the affordances of a single language, but rather
from two or more repertoires in constant competition, which can sometimes lead to the
occurrence of code-switching (hereafter CS). CS is “the alternating use of two languages in the
same stretch of discourse by a bilingual speaker.” (Bullock & Toribio, 2009: xii) What motivates
CS has been one of the most researched phenomena in language contact since the influential
publication of Poplack (1980) on the subject. However, studying CS using multifactorial
quantitative techniques is less common and tends to either use internet written data (e.g.,
Gambäck & Das (2016), bilingual immigrant speech communities data, e.g., Carter et al. (2010))
or conversations occurring between a limited number of speakers in an intimate context (e.g.,
Myslín & Levy (2015)).
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The present study is an instance of such a multifactorial corpus study of CS in naturallyoccurring conversations and narrative sociolinguistic interviews collected in Tunisia, and
addresses the question of what motivates and constraints a multilingual speaker to code-switch in
a context characterized by diglossia. The challenge is two-fold: (i) Tunisian Arabic is a lowresource language, which imposes certain limitations on the operationalization of a number of
hypotheses, and (ii) the inherently imbalanced nature of CS corpora makes the use of
‘traditional’ statistical techniques such as mixed-effects generalized linear regression modeling
rather difficult, given how such models are trying to predict rare events (i.e., code-switched
occurrences) within limited datasets characterized by some degree of sample bias (which is often
the case with corpora of low-resource languages). For these reasons, relying on parametric
models is at best technically difficult (i.e., computationally intensive) and at the worst risky in
terms of prediction and interpretation. In the present study, we address these two challenges to
investigate to what degree morphosyntactic, discourse, cognitive/psycholinguistic, and
sociocultural factors jointly affect the choice of a bilingual speaker to code-switch, in a diglossic
environment using the predictive modeling technique of Random Forests, which we apply to an
annotated dataset from the TuniCo corpus (Dallaji et al., 2017) and which is better suited to the
otherwise statistically difficult nature of such corpus data. In the next section, we briefly survey
previous work on code-switching from different subfields and theories of linguistics with an eye
to identifying the factors that, ideally at least, multifactorial studies of CS could include.
2. Factors affecting code-switching
2.1 Morphosyntactic factors
The by far most influential theoretical notions regarding grammatical constraints of CS are (i)
Congruence and the (ii) Matrix Language Frame (MLF). Congruence (Sebba, 1998, 2009;
Deuchar, 2005) is the idea that within a potential CS window, the grammatical categories and the
word classes of different languages are equivalent, but hierarchically asymmetrical. In other
words, the dominant language acts as the matrix language (ML) and the secondary language
provides the embedded elements. There are two equivalence paradigms:
•
•

paradigmatic similarity between grammatical categories, i.e., the code-switched
elements have to be compatible grammatically with other elements intersententially.
syntagmatic similarity between word order, i.e., the ML acts as a morphosyntactic
frame into which the switched elements are inserted, thus the word order of the ML has
to be followed.

Hence, Sebba (1998, 2009) found that when both paradigmatic and syntagmatic congruences are
met, then CS is facilitated, when neither are present, then CS is blocked, and when only one
congruence is present, then CS is possible but restricted. The Matrix Language Frame (MyersScotton, 1995; Jake et al., 2002; Myers-Scotton & Jake, 2009; Deuchar et al., 2017) specifies
more constraints about the asymmetry between the ML and the embedded language (EL). The
theory posits, as for congruence above, that the two languages are asymmetrical where ML
systematically dominates, but it adds two overarching principles:
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•

•

the System Morpheme Principal: in mixed constituents, system morphemes (function
words) are mainly selected from the ML whereas content morphemes are selected from
the EL (unless they belong to an EL island). System morphemes are prototypically
quantifiers, specifiers and inflectional morphemes. Content morphemes prototypically
assign or receive (discourse) ‘theta-roles,’ e.g., verbs, prepositions, descriptive adjectives,
complementizers …;
the Morpheme Order Principal: the ML dictates order in mixed constituents.

Crucially, prominent CS researchers lately argued in favor of viewing the idea of ‘constraints’
governing code-switching as rather general tendencies (Poplack, 2001). In her recent position
paper, Deuchar suggested that “future research should help us discover the relative role of
external and internal factors as well as community norms in accounting for these patterns.”(2020:
16). Although she highlights the importance of focusing on the ‘invariant’ patterns in CS
behavior, Deuchar hopes for a more ‘comprehensive’ scope that would include variability.
2.2 Cognitive and Discourse Features of CS
2.2.1 Cognitive processing
CS has been linked with behavioral and neurological costs (Costa & Santesteban, 2004; Gollan
& Ferreira, 2009; Hell et al., 2015, 2018; Verreyt et al., 2016). However, most researchers
assume that, from a cognitive perspective, elements selected from EL are (nearly) equivalent to
their potential counterparts from ML, equating this equivalence to synonymy in monolingual
settings (Sridhar & Sridhar, 1980; Gollan & Ferreira, 2009; Kutas et al., 2009). Gollan and
Ferreira further argued that a speaker will simply choose the first word that comes to their mind
regardless of the language. Hence, cognitive processing alone would lead to selecting the shorter
and/or most frequent word (Heredia & Altarriba, 2001). Others argued that bilingual speakers do
not access their lexicon symmetrically. For instance, Marian (2009) claimed that nouns are
stored within a shared system across languages while verbs or other words are not. Accordingly,
nouns are more likely to be code-switched as they are more ‘portable,’ followed by verbs and
then other parts-of-speech.
2.2.2 CS and prosody
Despite the paucity of work connecting CS and prosody, the available literature uncovered the
existence of certain phonetic cues signaling upcoming switches, e.g., reduction in speech rate
(Fricke et al., 2016), different prosodic contour between CS and unilingual speech (Piccinini &
Garellek, 2014 ; Shen et al., 2020), and prosodic distancing (Torres Cacoullos, 2020).
Furthermore, Shenk (2006) argued that the prosodic and discourse structure are the most
important factor in predicting the occurrence of CS. She found (in a one-hour corpus of SpanishEnglish) that CS elements tend to occur at intonation units (IU) boundaries, which have been
theorized to correspond to speakers’ cognitive processing boundaries (Chafe, 1994).
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2.2.3 Predictability
Myslín & Levy (2015) found that following part-of-speech, unpredictability of meaning was the
second most explanatory variable in their model. They were able to experimentally measure
predictability by having access to the speakers in their corpus and to the community. They
determined that speakers tend to produce less predictable words not in L1, rather than the
opposite, presumably in an effort to mark important information and invite the listener to pay
special attention to it.
2.2.4 Priming and listener accommodation
As shown by a number of classic studies (e.g., Weiner & Labov, 1983; Bock, 1986) and recent
ones (e.g., Gries, 2005; Hartsuiker et al., 2016) having processed a certain syntactic structure
(because they comprehended or produced it themselves) makes speakers more likely to produce
it again. In addition, it has been demonstrated that mimicking others’ behavior acts as a socialaffiliation-and-solidarity device (Baaren et al., 2009; Kavanagh & Winkielman, 2016), and
Myslín & Levy (2015) found that speakers tend to code-switch to accommodate other
participants.
2.3 Sociocultural factors
Poplack (1980), Treffers‐Daller (1992), Haust (1995), and Walters (2011) found variation in the
amount and/or the type of CS according to the gender of the speaker. Walters focused
specifically on CS in Tunisia and argued that the use of French is ‘gendered’ and dependent on
the education level: women and more educated speakers are more likely to code-switch.
2.4 CS or Lexical Borrowing?
Early on, Poplack and Meechan (1998: 127) pointed out that distinguishing CS from Lexical
Borrowing (LB) is “at the heart of a fundamental disagreement among researchers about data.”
And even now, it’s arguably difficult to distinguish CS from LB (Deuchar, 2020), especially in a
high-contact-language situation as for French and Tunisian Arabic (Manfredi et al., 2015;
Lavender, 2017). Nonetheless, some scholars argued that we can structurally distinguish CS
from LB, with the latter exhibiting (more) morphological and phonological integration (Bullock
& Toribio, 2009). Others, like Poplack et al. (2020) and Myers-Scotton & Jake (2009) contended
that only morphosyntactic integration is a reliable metric to distinguish CS from LB. However,
we will not explore this distinction in what follows.
2.5 The present paper
As mentioned above, while many of the above factors, or predictors, have been studied in
smaller datasets or in monofactorial settings – one factor/predictor at a time – there is a dearth of
studies devoted to how multiple predictors co-influence CS both on their own (i.e., as what, in a
regression-modeling context, would be captured by multiple but separate main effects) and
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jointly (i.e., as what, in a regression-modeling context, would be captured by interactions of
predictors). In fact, a monofactorial perspective on a complex phenomenon runs the risk of
reporting findings without taking into account things like Simpson’s paradox (Blyth, 1972),
where individual factors may appear to influence the outcome in certain directions but the effect
can be reversed or even disappear when factors are combined. In the following section, we
present the methodology we employed to help address this gap and identify which of the
previous findings survive multifactorial scrutiny. In addition, we will also go beyond much
existing CS work by including a variety of more cognitive/psycholinguistic and discoursefunctional predictors in our analysis.
3. Methodology
For the present study, we used data from TuniCo (Dallaji et al., 2017). In section 3.1, we provide
a brief description of the Tunisian linguistic landscape. In section 3.2, we describe our corpus
and the data extraction and annotation procedures; in section 3.3, we present our statistical
approach.
3.1 Linguistic, social, and historical background
Despite the presence of Berber (Gabsi, 2011) and Judeo-Tunisian Arabic (Bar-Asher, 1996),
Tunisia is an ethnically and linguistically homogeneous country, where 98% of Tunisians
identify as Arabs and speak Tunisian Arabic (Walters, 2011). Although the picture drawn here
seems rather simple, Tunisian Arabic co-exists with Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and French,
in a ‘triglossic’ relationship. After the independence from France, many factors contributed to
the prominence of French over MSA, including the lack of Arabic textbooks and trained
instructors as well as the political choices made by the leadership at the time. Consequently,
French remained the official language of instruction until the 1980s (Daoud, 2001). And even
with the Arabization reforms, Tunisian students learn French early (at around eight years of age)
and STEM subjects are still taught in French (beginning in high school).
Additionally the strong economic and historical ties with France made it the main
immigration destination3 and made French cultural products available to generations of
Tunisians. Combined with the importance of the tourism industry, one would expect French to be
regarded as a prestigious language. Yet, this is not uniformly the case across the country and
different communities. In fact, Walters (2011) reported that using French is rather frowned upon
outside of Tunis.4 However, the speakers in our corpus are from Tunis and we should not expect
any negative attitudes toward CS.
3.2 Corpus data and annotation
The TuniCo corpus was collected by Ines Dallaji and Ines Gabsi in 2013 and contains
transcriptions of 30 hours of conversations and narrative sociolinguistic interviews. The speakers
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88% of the Tunisian diaspora lives in France which in turn constitutes 10% of the population (Leaders, 2016)
We would further argue that the prestige of French would correlate with the socioeconomic status of speakers.
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are from various socioeconomic backgrounds, maximally 35 years of age, and grew up as well as
still live in Tunis, all of which controls for dialectal and generational variation. The corpus is
encoded according to the guidelines of the Text Encoding Initiative (TEIP5) and contains
142,317 tokens (with 13,154 items / 14% of the tokens being foreign words). Most of the
Tunisian Arabic tokens are part-of-speech (POS) tagged through a combination of manual and
automatic annotation. However, this approach generated mis-annotations and portmanteau tags
(containing multiple tags for certain ambiguous words.) Consequently, we relied on semiautomatic and manual annotations to correct and/or add the missing parts-of-speech.
The conversations in the corpus can be divided into four categories depending on the
number of participants and whether the researchers collecting the data are participants. In order
to analyze comparable conversations, we only retained the subset of tripartite conversations
where the researchers are participants, given that they were the most attested type. The subset
consists of 11 files containing 56,310 words produced by 13 main speakers (including the
interviewers) and 16 secondary speakers taking part in the conversations for a limited amount of
time5. The subset contains 8,224 French words representing approximately 15% of the selected
subcorpus.
The data was retrieved and analyzed using R (R Core Team, 2021). With regard to the
compilation of the dataset, we used the XML structure of the corpus to extract each utterance,
which corresponds to a turn in conversation, all the words, their parts-of-speech, their respective
language, as well as a number of metadata, e.g., the speaker, the file number, and the utterance
number. Table 1 is an overview of the distribution of tokens according to the production
language across the corpus and Table 2 summarizes the variables used to annotate the data as
well as their respective levels, followed by a detailed description.
Table 1. Distribution of tokens according to the production language across the corpus
Conversation File
Talking to an artist
Medina salesman
Rapper
Woman in cafe
Souq salesman 2
Student of architecture
Artist in cafe
Student of architecture 2
Artist and photographer
Souq salesman 1
Tunisian Canadian
Total
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Tunisian Arabic
5,021
7,854
7,137
7,582
5,997
4,598
4,063
2,179
1,763
1,179
713
48,086

The conversations occurred in public spaces.
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French
3,471
472
636
142
302
1,491
829
509
209
44
119
8,224

Total
8,492
8,326
7,773
7,724
6,299
6,089
4,892
2,688
1,972
1,223
832
56,310

Table 2. Variables used in the annotation of the data and their levels/ranges
Variable
LANG (the language of the word;
dependent variable)
WORDPOS (the position of the word
within an utterance)
LENGTH (the length of the word in
phonemes)

Variable levels

POS (the part-of-speech of the word)

ADJ, ADV, ART, CONJ, DISF, INTJ, INTER, N,
NUM/ORD, PART, PREP, PRONs, PRON, V
None, ADJ, ADV, ART, CONJ, DISF, INTJ, INTER,
N, NUM/ORD, PART, PREP, PRONs, PRON, V
None, ADJ, ADV, ART, CONJ, DISF, INTJ, INTER,
N, NUM/ORD, PART, PREP, PRONs, PRON, V

POSPREV (the POS of the previous
word)
POSFOLL (the POS of the following
word)
LANGPREV (the language of the
previous word)
MOMENTUM (the language momentum
at the current word)
PRIMING (the number of CS
elements in the previous utterance)
SURPRISAL (the surprisal of the
word based on a trigram model)
SPEAKER
FILE

FR, TN
[0, 1]
[1, 17]

None, FR, TN
[-93, 25]
[-93, 24]
[0.05, 19.9]
The speaker label
The conversation file name

Morphosyntactic variables
To test both the notions of Congruence and MLF against the present corpus, we rely on the POS
tagging of each word (POS), that of the previous word (POSPREV) and that of the following
word (POSFOLL). However, since our corpus is divided into utterances, we cannot test previous
intra-sentential findings. Nonetheless, to determine the dominant language at each word in an
utterance, we include as predictors the language of the previous word (LANGPREV) as well as a
predictor we call MOMENTUM. This variable represents the difference of French and Tunisian
Arabic words from the beginning of the utterance up to the current word:
•

•
•

a negative value indicates that more Tunisian Arabic than French words have been
produced so far in the utterance; e.g., if, at a certain point in the utterance, so far seven
words were in Tunisian Arabic and two in French, this would be represented with a value
of -5; in other words, the utterance at this point has a Tunisian-leaning MOMENTUM;
if the utterance so far contained equally many Tunisian Arabic and French words, this
would be represented with a value of 0;
a positive value indicates that fewer Tunisian Arabic than French words have been
produced so far in the utterance; e.g., if, at a certain point in the utterance, so far seven
words were in French and two in Tunisian Arabic, this would be represented with a value
of +5; in other words, the utterance at this point has a French-leaning MOMENTUM.
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Cognitive and discourse variables
In order to investigate the effects of cognitive/psycholinguistic as well as discourse-functional
predictors, we added the following variables to our statistical analysis:
WORDPOS: we compute the word position as its normalized position within an utterance, given in
(1), where 𝑊𝑛|𝑢 is the word number within an utterance and 𝑁𝑤|𝑢 is the total number of words in
the utterance; thus, the second word in a four-word utterance would score a value of 1/3:
0,
𝑊𝑂𝑅𝐷𝑃𝑂𝑆 = {𝑊𝑛|𝑢 − 1
,
𝑁𝑤|𝑢 − 1

𝑖𝑓 𝑁𝑤|𝑢 = 1
𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒
(1)

LENGTH: the length of the word in phonemes6.
PRIMING: specifies the amount of French words that occurred in the immediately preceding
turn or utterance (regardless of who produced it):
•
•
•

a negative value indicates that the previous utterance contained more Tunisian Arabic
then French words; e.g., if the previous utterance contained fifteen words in Tunisian and
five words in French, this would correspond to a value of -10;
if the previous utterance contained equally many Tunisian Arabic and French words, this
would be represented with a value of 0;
a positive value indicates that the previous utterance contained fewer Tunisian Arabic
than French words; e.g., if the previous utterance contained fifteen words in French and
five words in Tunisian, this would correspond to a value of +10.

SURPRISAL: Following Hale (2001), Levy (2008), and Smith & Levy (2013), we
operationalized the predictability of a given word using its surprisal: A low SURPRISAL score
indicates that, given the word’s previous context, a word has a high probability of occurrence
and vice-versa. The formula given in (2) is used to compute the surprisal of a word 𝑆𝑤𝑘+1 given
its previous context:
𝑆𝑤𝑘+1 = −𝑙𝑜𝑔2 𝑃𝑟(𝑤𝑘+1 |𝑤𝑘−1 , 𝑤𝑘 )
(2)
To compute the probability for each word in the sample, we used SRILM toolkit (Stolcke, 2002)
to train a trigram model on the held-out portion of the corpus (N=38,038). We estimated the
probability of an unseen N-gram using Chen and Goodman’s modified Kneser-Ney smoothing
(1998) with interpolation to obtain an estimate using the probability of a lower-order N-grams.
6

The corpus compilers adapted a Deutsches Institut für Normung standard for the transliteration of the Arabic
alphabet, where every sign corresponds to a sound.
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We ran the trained model on the selected subcorpus and obtained the probability for each word to
occur, as the last word of a trigram.
Speaker-specific control variables
SPEAKER: the information about speakers provided are the name, the occupation and the gender
of each speaker; thus, whatever is unique to this speaker can theoretically be captured in this
predictor.
FILE: the files’ names are included as a variable to account for any possible variation across
conversations; thus, whatever is unique to this conversation can theoretically be captured in this
predictor.
3.3 Statistical evaluation
We first tried to fit a generalized linear mixed-effects regression model with the language of the
word as the response variable. Maybe unsurprisingly, the model never converged and the
computer ran out of memory (64 GB), given that we were trying to model a class-imbalanced
dependent variable with nearly 57K cases (8,824 in French + 48,086 in Tunisian Arabic.) In our
search for an alternative, we ultimately opted for the predictive modeling technique of Random
Forests: Not only did (Muchlinski et al., 2016: 101) find that they “offer superior predictive
power compared to several forms of logistic regression,” but, as per Oommen et al. (2011),
Random Forests are often also superior when it comes to predicting a class-imbalanced response
variable, i.e., characterized by a very uneven distribution of its levels. Hence, like other corpuslinguistic studies (Tagliamonte & Baayen, 2012; Dilts, 2013; Bernaisch et al., 2014; Deshors &
Gries, 2016, 2020), we, too, ultimately went with Random Forests.
A Random forest (Breiman, 2001) is a tree-based machine learning algorithm that tries
“to identify structure in the relation(s) between a response and multiple predictors by
determining how the dataset can be split up repeatedly into successively smaller groups (based
on the values of the predictors) in such a way that each split leads to the currently best possible
improvement in terms of classification accuracy […] for the response variable.” (Gries, 2021:
453) A Random Forest extends this by adding two layers of randomness,7 which decorrelates
trees, helps identify the importance of predictors and their interactions to the predictions, avoids
collinearity problems, and protects against overfitting. We followed Gries’s (2020, 2021)
recommendations and included interactions between predictors. All modeling and extraction of
numeric results have been performed using R (R Core Team, 2021) with the randomForestSRC
(Ishwaran & Kogalur, 2007) and the ggRandomForests (Ehrlinger, 2016) packages. For the
present dataset, we fit a Random Forest with ntree = 2000 trees, each tree fit on a randomly
sampled with replacement subset of the data and mtry = nine randomly sampled predictors for
each split; the values of these two hyperparameters performed optimally in our explorations of
the forest during the development stage.

7

Achieved by running different trees on bootstrapped samples and by using a randomly selected subset of predictors
at every split in every tree.
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4. Results
Gries (2021: Ch. 7) suggests that, to interpret a Random Forest’s results, it’s crucial to examine:
•
•

the variable importance scores (VIMP), which reflect the absolute size of the effect of a
predictor on the response; thus, in regression modeling, the equivalent of how far
regression coefficients of (z-standardized) predictors are from 0 (in whatever direction);
the partial dependence plots (PDP), which reflect the direction of the effect of each level
of the predictor on the response; thus, in regression modeling, the equivalent of the
signed coefficients of predictor levels and what they imply about the level’s effect on the
response.

Due to the large class-imbalance problem, the baseline/no-information rate accuracy of our
classification is already a high 85.4%, but our model performs significantly better with a 96%
true prediction/out-of-bag accuracy (pbinomial test = 0), and 98% as the out-of-bag Area Under
Curve (AUC, the equivalent of the C-score in regression modeling). Figure 1 (below) shows a
plot of VIMP-values computed by randomly permuting each variable’s values and comparing the
prediction error to that of the observed values. A large VIMP-value indicates that the variable is
important to obtain accurate predictions, a value closer to 0 indicates that the variable contributes
almost nothing.

Figure 1. Variable Importance Scores in the model.
Already, Figure 1 shows that LANGPREV, MOMENTUM, POS, LENGTH, WORDPOS, and
POSPREV have a relatively big effect on the forest’s predictions (in that order), whereas
SURPRISAL, FILE, POSFOLL, SPEAKER, and PRIMING have much smaller VIMP-values
10

and, therefore, hardly contribute to the accuracy of predictions; they could be considered as the
equivalent of non-significant for the model. Regarding SURPRISAL, this was expected given
the small dataset used to train the N-gram language model, and estimated probabilities
correspond mostly to the unigrams probabilities. On the other hand, the low VIMP-values for
SPEAKER and FILE show that there is little variation across files and between speakers.
Accordingly, for the sample at hand, the sociocultural variables and the context of the
conversation itself seem to have little influence on predicting the occurrence of French words.
As for the more important variables, the higher VIMP-values indicate that these variables
contribute to prediction accuracy, but, as per Gries (2020, 2021), it’s important to keep in mind
that Random Forests do capture interactions and avoid interpreting VIMP-values monofactorially
without investigating possible interactions. To do so, we employ a joint-variable importance
approach (Ishwaran, 2007), where the paired importance of each pair of variables is calculated,
then subtracted from the sum of the variables’ respective VIMP-values. Table 3 is an overview
of the paired association values for the (important) variables in the model where a large
association between two variables reflects an interaction worth exploring if the univariate VIMPvalue for each of the paired-variables is relatively large. Note the emphasis: a high association
value between two variables is not equivalent to “the interaction is significant,” it rather signals
that the interaction should be investigated.
Table 3. Overview of the highest association values.
Interaction
MOMENTUM:WORDPOS
POS:LENGTH
LANGPREV:POSPREV
MOMENTUM:LENGTH
MOMENTUM:POS
MOMENTUM:POSPREV
LANGPREV:LENGTH
LANGPREV:POS

VIMP-1
0.046
0.024
0.048
0.046
0.046
0.046
0.048
0.048

VIMP-2
0.018
0.019
0.013
0.019
0.024
0.013
0.019
0.024

Paired
0.046
0.029
0.052
0.073
0.074
0.062
0.071
0.076

Additive
0.064
0.044
0.061
0.065
0.070
0.059
0.068
0.073

Association
0.018
0.014
0.010
0.008
0.004
0.004
0.003
0.003

Eventually, it’s the analyst’s prerogative and responsibility to determine (i) where to draw the
line between ‘high’ and ‘low’ values (much like the choice of a significance threshold would be)
and (ii) if the interaction is of theoretical significance for the research questions asked. Thus,
POS:LENGTH scored the second largest association value but the two univariate VIMP-values
are low relatively to the two largest VIMP-values. Accordingly, when investigating the
interaction’s PDP – Figure 2 below – we notice that the association numeric results are driven by
certain data points that seem to be of little theoretical interest. Figure 2 shows the mean predicted
probability of a word being produced in French (on the x-axis) for the combination of each partof-speech (on the y-axis) and each of three word lengths (when attested for the POS in question).
In fact, the longer a word is, the more likely it is to be produced in French (regardless of part-ofspeech). When the word is longer than 8 phonemes, adjectives, adverbs, disfluencies, and
numerals/ordinals are predicted to slightly prefer French. But this is mainly a byproduct of the
fact that a word longer than 8 phonemes has a high chance to be French. This particular behavior
will be more salient and more interpretable in light of other interactions (see Section 4.1).
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Figure 2. Conditional PDP of POS and LENGTH.
In what follows, we present seven interactions involving the two variables that scored the largest
VIMP-values (LANGPREV and MOMENTUM) and the following four variables that have relatively
large importance (POS, LENGTH, WORDPOS, and POSPREV):
•

•

four interactions involving MOMENTUM: MOMENTUM:WORDPOS in Section 4.1.1,
MOMENTUM:LENGTH in Section 4.1.2, MOMENTUM:POS in Section 4.1.3, and
MOMENTUM:POSPREV in Section 4.1.4;
three interactions involving LANGPREV: LANGPREV:POSPREV in Section 4.2.1,
LANGPREV:POS in Section 4.2.2, and LANGPREV:LENGTH in Section 4.2.3.

4.1 Interactions with MOMENTUM
4.1.1 Interaction 1: MOMENTUM and WORDPOS
Figure 3 is a conditional PDP of the variable MOMENTUM and its interaction with WORDPOS.
Both variables have been factorized8. To determine the bins (for these and other variables as
needed), we struck an expositorily useful balance between (i) the results of classification trees
(Hothorn et al., 2006), using the R package partykit (Hothorn & Zeileis, 2015) with the language
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The practice of exploring interactions of two numeric predictors by factorizing at least one of them is widely used
in regression modeling, see, e.g. the package effects (see Fox & Weisberg’s 2018 regression textbook An R
Companion to Applied Regression, 3rd ed.).
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of the word as the response and the variable of interest as the only predictor and (ii) intuitively
understandable groupings/bins within each plot. Predictions can take values between 0 and 1
with values closer to 0 and 1 predicting the occurrence of a word in Tunisian Arabic and French
respectively. Given the high value of the AUC, we should be confident that 0.5 is a good cutoff
point for converting predicted probabilities into predicted languages. As a reminder, negative
MOMENTUM values correspond to points in the utterance dominated so far by Tunisian Arabic
and vice-versa. Each bar in Figure 3 corresponds to the mean prediction for each class of the
response, with the error bars representing the range of predictions giving rise to that mean.

Figure 3. Conditional PDP of MOMENTUM and WORDPOS.
Figure 3 shows that in the middle and the end of an utterance (the two right panels), regardless of
MOMENTUM, there is a higher chance of a Tunisian Arabic word to occur (especially in a
Tunisian-leaning MOMENTUM); i.e., if a sizable amount of the utterance already was in Tunisian
Arabic, speakers are less likely to switch. Fittingly, in the beginning of an utterance (the left
panel), the model predicts that speakers tend to stick with the language they started with, i.e.,
when MOMENTUM leans Tunisian in the beginning of an utterance, there’s a significant chance
that words produced within that stretch are Tunisian Arabic; and vice-versa, if MOMENTUM leans
French, there’s a relatively high chance of seeing French words in the beginning of an utterance.
Where none of the two languages seem to dominate (i.e., MOMENTUM values close to 0), the
predictions tend to favor Tunisian Arabic but with a high degree of uncertainty.
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4.1.2 Interaction 2: MOMENTUM and LENGTH
As mentioned above, predictions concerning LENGTH are driven by the fact that longer words
generally tend to be French. Nonetheless, Figure 4 shows the interaction of LENGTH and
MOMENTUM and despite the large predictions range, the plot is worth some attention: For short
words (the left panel), the model prefers Tunisian Arabic regardless of MOMENTUM (with a
slightly lower probability if MOMENTUM is French-leaning or ‘neutral.’) For long words (the right
panel), the reverse tendency is observed: The predicted language is French regardless of
MOMENTUM, but with a higher degree of uncertainty (except for French-leaning MOMENTUM).
Last but not least, for intermediately long words (the middle panel) we find that the model
predicts them to be non-switched (i.e., produced in Tunisian Arabic) in a Tunisian-leaning or
neutral MOMENTUM (although notice the span of predictions’ range) and in French in a Frenchleaning MOMENTUM.

Figure 4. Conditional PDP of MOMENTUM and LENGTH.
4.1.3 Interaction 3: MOMENTUM and POS
Moving to the interaction between MOMENTUM and POS represented in Figures 5 and 6, which
divide the results up by grouping together similarly-behaving POS into POS with invariable
behavior (i.e., corresponding predictions don’t change as a function of MOMENTUM) in Figure 5
and POS whose behavior exhibits some variation in Figure 6. Both figures show conditional
PDPs, where the predicted probabilities of a word being in French are on the x-axis, and every
shade of grey represents a MOMENTUM interval. Examining both graphs, we can notice that,
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generally, when the dominant language is Tunisian Arabic (i.e., negative MOMENTUM in lightgrey), the probability of a French word occurring is low regardless of the word’s POS.

Figure 5. Conditional PDP of MOMENTUM and POS.
Invariable Parts-of-speech
However, when contrasting Figure 5 and Figure 6 (below) we can see that when MOMENTUM is
either neutral or French-leaning, prepositions, interjections, conjunction, verbs, and disfluencies
are resistant to the change in MOMENTUM and still produced in Tunisian Arabic in neutral or
French dominated stretches of talk, whereas a number of other parts-of-speech do follow the
French-leaning MOMENTUM and the probability of producing them in French becomes higher in
French dominated points in the utterance:
•

•

•

•

N: Nouns are predicted to occur in French when MOMENTUM is positive. They’re,
however, predicted to be Tunisian Arabic in a neutral MOMENTUM but with a high degree
of uncertainty. Hence, the occurrence of French nouns is very likely in a stretch of talk
dominated by French.
PART: Particles have a high probability of being produced in French, in a French-leaning
MOMENTUM. Looking more closely at those specific particles, we notice that they’re at
63% constituted of response particles (e.g., oui (‘yes’), non (‘no’)) and negation particles
(e.g., ne, pas, jamais…).
NUM: Numerals/ordinals are predicted to occur in French if MOMENTUM is positive, and
in Tunisian Arabic (with less confidence) if MOMENTUM is negative. It’s relevant to note
here that Tunisians tend to use French numerals, which may be an artifact of the
linguistic history of Tunisia (cf. Section 3.1).
ART: Articles are predicted to be produced in French, in a French-leaning MOMENTUM.
Given that nouns behave similarly, and that they head NPs, this result is thus not
surprising.
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Figure 6. Conditional PDP of MOMENTUM and POS.
Variable Parts-of-speech
•
•

•

•

ADJ: Adjectives are likely to be French in a French-leaning and neutral MOMENTUM.
Similar to articles, adjectives mostly occur in NPs and it should not come as a surprise
that they mirror the behavior of their phrase’s head.
PRON: Pronouns are predicted to occur in French in both a neutral and a French-leaning
MOMENTUM. Similarly, although the relationship of pronouns to nouns is not necessarily
syntactic (as in occurring in the same phrase), but rather that of reference, it exhibits
same hierarchical structure, where pronouns are dependent on nouns. Thus, pronouns are
likely to be switched when nouns tend to be switched.
ADV: Adverbs exhibit a unique behavior. They’re likely to be switched only in neutral
MOMENTUM. Inspecting the training data, we noticed that these occurrences mainly
correspond to adverbs occurring at the beginning of an utterance (which should remind us
of the results in 4.1.1.) Accordingly, the speakers in the sample seem to start their turns
with French adverbs. This correlates with the first author’s intuition that Tunisians tend to
use certain French adverbs as discourse connectors or sentence modifiers, e.g., bien-sûr
(‘of course’), déjà (‘already’), or normalement (‘usually’).
INTJ: interjections are predicted to occur in the language of the MOMENTUM they’re
produced in. Although, interjections are traditionally seen as independent syntactically,
they still hold a relationship with their discursive and interactional context (Dingemanse,
2017); thus should reasonably be expected to occur in French in a French-leaning
MOMENTUM.

4.1.4 Interaction 4: MOMENTUM and POSPREV
Figures 7 and 8 (below) are conditional PDPs of the interaction MOMENTUM:POSPREV. They
respectively group together the invariable POS and the variable POS (from the MOMENTUM
point-of-view). All in all, this is just a confirmation of the results presented in the previous
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section. First, we see variation in predictions only when the previous part-of-speech is either an
article, a numeral/ordinal, an interjection, or a pronoun. All other POS precede a Tunisian Arabic
word regardless of MOMENTUM. Second, in Figure 8 we see that articles, numerals, and pronouns
are likely to precede a French word in French-leaning, and neutral MOMENTUM (although notice
the range of predictions for the latter.) This is yet another indication of the ‘supremacy’ of nouns
over their dependents when it comes to the code integrity of the NP. In other words, when a
given stretch of talk is dominated by French, noun modifiers are likely to be produced in the
same language as the noun they modify (which in turn is likely to be produced in French as
outlined previously.) The same logic applies to pronouns: Although they’re not syntactically
dependent on nouns, speakers are likely to produce them in French in a French-leaning
MOMENTUM, perhaps in an effort to reduce the ‘cognitive distance’ between a reference and an
antecedent. Finally, interjections display the same behavior as previously, where they tend to be
produced in French when the immediate context is leaning towards a French MOMENTUM.

Figure 7. Conditional PDP of MOMENTUM and POSPREV.
Invariable Parts-of-speech
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Figure 8. Conditional PDP of MOMENTUM and POSPREV.
Variable Parts-of-speech
4.2 Interactions with LANGPREV
4.2.1 Interaction 1: LANGPREV and POSPREV
Figure 9 and 10 are similar to the previous figures, where the predicted probabilities of LANG:
French are on the x-axis, the different shades of grey bars indicate the previous language, and the
parts-of-speech in each panel represent the POS of the previous word. Both figures show that,
when the previous language is Tunisian Arabic, the likelihood of seeing a switched element
occurring is negligible. Additionally, Figure 9 shows that most POSs are likely to occur in
Tunisian Arabic regardless of the previous language – not surprising, given the dataset’s
imbalance with regard to the variable LANG. However, Figure 10 presents more variation. In
fact, words preceded by French numerals/ordinals, prepositions, pronouns, and articles tend to be
French themselves. This result partially confirms the previous results (see Section 4.1.3) in that
dependent POS – especially those dependent on nouns – are more likely to be produced in
French within stretches of talk dominated by French. Hence, speakers seem attuned to
maintaining (i) the phrase code integrity (e.g., in the cases of articles and numerals), (ii) the
discourse code continuity (e.g., in the case of interjections), or (iii) reducing the ‘code distance’
and the cognitive distance between a referent and a reference (e.g., in the case of pronouns.)
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Figure 9. Conditional PDP of LANGPREV and POSPREV.
Invariable Parts-of-speech

Figure 10. Conditional PDP of LANGPREV and POSPREV.
Variable Parts-of-speech
4.2.2 Interaction 2: LANGPREV and POS
The picture here is very similar to the previous interaction. First, Figure 11 (below) re-confirms
that most POSs are more likely to occur in Tunisian Arabic regardless of the previous language.
Figure 12 (below), on the other hand, shows that nouns, numerals/ordinals, articles, and
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adjectives are predicted to occur in French, if the language of the previous word is French.
Hence, this implies that noun phrases are likely to be switched as a unit, with nouns being the
most likely to be switched. The latter are, after all, the head of their phrases and seeing their
dependents being switched – when they’re themselves switched – contributes to the phrase code
integrity.

Figure 11. Conditional PDP of LANGPREV and POS.
Invariable Parts-of-speech

Figure 12. Conditional PDP of LANGPREV and POS.
Variable Parts-of-speech
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4.2.3 Interaction 3: LANGPREV and LENGTH
Finally, the last interaction of interest in the model concerns the language of the previous word
(LANGPREV) and the length of the current word (LENGTH). Figure 13 is divided into three
panels according to the previous language; predicted probabilities are on the y-axis and the
lengths of words in phonemes on the x-axis9. When LANGPREV is either none (i.e., the word is
located at the beginning of an utterance) or Tunisian, the predicted probability of producing a CS
element is low. It’s worth a note that the probability gets even lower for words of length 2 to 6
phonemes when LANGPREV is Tunisian. These words are often grammatical in nature and, in
the light of the results presented so far, the dip in the graph is consistent with the idea that
function words tend to keep the same code as their immediately preceding context. More
interestingly, the upper panel is concerned with words occurring after a French word. On the one
hand, the former words tend to be produced in French themselves. On the other hand, the
predictions’ line gets closer to the cut-off value of 0.5 as the word gets longer. Hence, speakers
tend to produce French words immediately after another French word, but if the current word is
projected to be relatively long (> 5 phonemes), its likelihood of being in French is lower; and in
fact there’s almost an equal chance for it to be produced in French or in Tunisian Arabic.

Figure 13. Conditional PDP of LANGPREV and LENGTH.

Contrary to previous figures that included LENGTH, here, it’s not factorized. The reason is that, for this interaction,
we already had a categorical variable and a continuous variable, and we did not feel the need to simplify the data for
expository reasons.
9
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5. Discussion and conclusions
As discussed above, with the present study, we hope to have achieved several goals: We wanted
to take a generally widely studied phenomenon – code-switching – and offer a range of
perspectives to it that are so far very much underrepresented in such work. More specifically, we
wanted to offer a study that
•
•
•
•

•

is corpus-linguistic in nature (using a diglossic corpus) and is, despite the low-resource
nature of L1, based on a much larger amount of data than most previous CS work;
is multifactorial in nature and, thus, able to study the effect of multiple predictors both
separately and simultaneously (as in main effects) and jointly and interactively (as in
interactions);
covers a wider range of predictors than some previous work by including structural but
also cognitive/psycholinguistic and discourse-functional predictors;
employs not only powerful predictive modeling methods (Random Forests), which are
useful for data that make more ‘traditional’ modeling methods difficult to apply (e.g.,
scarcity of data, absence of reference corpora, rare-event modeling …), but also goes
beyond the usual application of such methods to the study of interactions (which, based
on (Gries, 2020), is a rather new development in corpus-linguistic circles);
because of all the above (and with all due humility),
–
offers the field a range of methodological proposals and examples of how to push
CS research towards new boundaries. In addition, we also make a plea for a more
general integration of (more) machine learning techniques and (more)
computational and Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools into corpus
linguistics
–
allows us to uncover patterns in speakers’ usually unconscious CS behavior that
have not been discovered before.

While the methodological innovations, in a sense, ‘speak for themselves’ in how they provided
new results and perspectives on the data, we now turn to the linguistic/conceptual findings. Most
theories relating to the morphosyntactic features of CS rely on determining the intra-sentential
location and the syntactic hierarchical structure in which the CS elements occur. Although our
sample consists of utterances, which in turn comprise different number of sentences, the two
most important monofactorial predictors in our model, namely LANGPREV and MOMENTUM and
especially their interactions with other predictors, allow us to have two different perspectives on
the syntactic and code context in which a word occurs. LANGPREV provides a localized window
comprising a word and its immediately preceding context, whereas MOMENTUM allows for a
larger but fuzzier window of the code momentum in which a word occurs. Thus, our results show
that the morphosyntactic factors constraining CS are in constant interaction with the code
choices speakers made in their previous stretch of talk. Specifically, nouns are by far the most
switched lexical POS when the adjacent context is at least partially in French; thus seemingly
confirming previous findings (e.g., Marian, 2009). But our results also show that nouns occurring
in stretches of talk relatively dominated by French lexemes tend not only to be in French, but
also to affect the lexemes whose POS are governed syntactically or semantically by nouns (i.e.,
articles, adjectives, pronouns, and prepositions.) In other words, when the code momentum of the
utterance favors code-switching (i.e., a French-leaning momentum), not only nouns but the NP
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(and to a certain degree the PP), as a whole, seems to be a prime location for code-switching to
occur. Hence, within these stretches of talk, the competition between the two languages is
constrained by the need to maintain the code integrity of the phrase, but not of all types of
phrases equally, rather or especially NPs and PPs (which can be argued to be syntactically and/or
semantically dependent on the noun.) Verbs, on the other hand and despite being considered
amenable to CS (Myers-Scotton, 1995; Jake et al., 2002; Marian, 2009), are rather resilient even
when the context is dominated by French. Accordingly, our results lend the existing literature
some weight but add some layers of nuance in the context of CS in Tunisian Arabic by showing
that confining the focus within the sentence boundaries can lead to overlooking the behavior of
what traditionally has been considered at the fringe of the sentence, i.e., interjections
(Dingemanse, 2017). The present study shows that preserving code integrity goes beyond the
phrase and encompasses the discourse level. Interjections are a case in point as they tend to
follow the code momentum in which they occur, i.e., interjections are produced in the language
of their immediate context in the conversation. That being said, annotating for sentence
boundaries and dependencies would add more granularity to our model and will be included in
the further development of the study10.
Moreover, when speakers in our sample code-switch they seem to be not only attentive to
the discourse-level code integrity, but also to the cognitive load they impose on themselves
and/or their interlocutors. First, speakers are more likely to code-switch at the beginning of an
utterance and consistently continue to do so (at least for the first third of their utterance), but are
less likely to do so at the middle and the end. Thus, the two constraints of (i) preserving
discourse code integrity as much as possible and (ii) minimizing cognitive processing load are in
competition here. As for (i), a speaker could be expected to continue code-switching if they
started to do so at a point in their utterance; but as they go further into the stretch of talk, the
likelihood of code-switching decreases. This tendency in our data correlates with Verreyt et al.’s
(2016) findings. Their study revealed that for bilinguals who frequently code-switch, “the
frequent simultaneous activation between strong lexical representations of different languages
causes competition and necessitates the bilinguals to engage their executive control mechanism
to select representations in the target language, and inhibit the non-target language (2016: 188),”
thus leading to (ii). The competition between (i) and (ii) makes speakers less likely to codeswitch at the middle or end of their turn, given the executive control required. This is also
apparent when we look at the previous context of a word in conjunction with its length in
phonemes: when the immediate previous context is French, the likelihood of continuing in
French is higher when the planned word is shorter. In other words, in our data, if the previous
lexeme is in French and the planned lexeme is longer than four phonemes, the chance of the
planned lexeme to be French or Tunisian Arabic is about equal, which seems to correlate with
the fact that speakers are attuned to the cognitive control required for code-switching in
conversation.
Finally, our model revealed that priming, the predictability of a word and the controls of
speaker and conversation (which, at a very coarse level, include sociocultural aspects of the
speakers) have little effect on predicting CS. However, we have to introduce a number of caveats

10

This includes fine-tuning a pre-trained transformer-based multilingual machine learning model on the current
dataset in the hope of achieving a better accuracy in POS and dependencies tagging, and sentence boundary
annotation.
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and how to address them in the future. First, the units between which we measured PRIMING
are utterances, which are often relatively large and have no or little structural/psycholinguistic
relevance (compared to sentences, IUs, or clauses). We expect to see a bigger effect size if
utterances are to be segmented at sentence boundaries. Regarding surprisal/predictability, the
absence of comparable reference corpora, especially for the ML/L1, limited our surprisal
measure to a relatively small (and imbalanced) dataset and should be interpreted with extreme
caution. Accordingly, we plan to take advantage of the advances made in synthetic data
generation to overcome the class imbalance by generating synthetic data samples for the
minority class; e.g., ADASYN (He et al., 2008), and SMOTE algorithm (Fernandez et al., 2018).
Furthermore, the scarcity of the data confined the analysis to a limited number of speakers about
whom minimal information have been provided. Hence, the apparent non-importance of the
variable SPEAKER in the model should also be taken with a grain of salt; SPEAKER might just
be too indirect a proxy for more granular social and/or sociolinguistic/-cultural variables. Recall
that the dataset used for the analysis is a subset of the TuniCo corpus and we hope to include the
entire corpus in a future analysis.
Last but not least, the high contact of Tunisian Arabic with European languages, requires
distinguishing code-switching from lexical-borrowing. This is manifest in the seemingly odd
behavior of adverbs occurring in neutral momentum. A closer inspection revealed that these
adverbs (e.g., bien-sûr ‘of course,’ bon ‘well,’ déjà ‘already,’ normalement ‘usually’…) can be
argued to be rather loans. One strategy to address this shortcoming would be trying to
differentiate LB from CS by determining their degree of morphological and/or phonological
integration (Bullock & Toribio, 2009). This can be accomplished by training a language model to
generate phonotactic statistics calculated across the corpus; it might then be possible to
set/determine a threshold value that allows us to differentiate CS from LB.
To summarize, the study at hand emphasizes the importance of investigating complex
linguistic phenomena, such as CS in conversation, through a multifactorial/predictive modeling
lens. Such phenomena are often affected by a constellation of competing as well as interacting
factors that can easily be missed when one tackles CS from a monofactorial perspective. Despite
the apparent hurdles that CS and low-resource languages corpora present, we hope that our
analysis showcased that extending the toolbox of corpus linguistics to machine learning
techniques, while not offering the pure and formal hypothesis-testing power many corpus
linguists associate with regression models, can still be a more than adequate tool to overcome the
inherent challenges posed by limited, biased, and noisy observational data.
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